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Abstract
Semitic languages exhibit rich nonconcatenative morphological opera-
tions, which can generate a myriad of derived lexemes. Especially, the fea-
ture rich, root-driven morphology in the Arabic language demonstrates the
construction of several verb-derived nominals (verbal nouns) such as gerunds,
active participles, passive participles, locative participles, etc. Although HPSG
is a successful syntactic theory, it lacks the representation of complex non-
concatenative morphology. In this paper, we propose a novel HPSG rep-
resentation for Arabic nominals and various verb-derived nouns. We also
present the lexical type hierarchy and derivational rules for generating these
verb-derived nominals using the HPSG framework.
1 Introduction
HPSG analyses for nonconcatenative morphology in general and for Semitic (Ara-
bic, Hebrew and others) languages in particular are relatively new (Bhuyan and
Ahmed, 2008b; Mutawa et al., 2008; Kihm, 2006; Bhuyan and Ahmed, 2008c;
Riehemann, 2000; Bird and Klein, 1994; Bhuyan and Ahmed, 2008a; Islam et al.,
2009). However, the intricate nature of Arabic morphology motivated several
research projects addressing the issues (Beesley, 2001; Buckwalter, 2004; Smrž,
2007). HPSG representations of Arabic verbs and morphologically complex pred-
icates are discussed in (Bhuyan and Ahmed, 2008b,a,c). An in-depth analysis of
declensions in Arabic nouns has been presented in (Islam et al., 2009). The diver-
sity and importance of Arabic nominals is broader than that of their counterparts
in other languages. Modifiers, such as adjectives and adverbs, are treated as nomi-
nals in Arabic. Moreover, Arabic nouns can be derived from verbs or other nouns.
Derivation from verbs is one of the primary means of forming Arabic nouns, for
which no HPSG analysis has been conducted yet.
Arabic noun can be categorized based several dimensions. Based on derivation,
Arabic nouns can be divided into two categories as follows:
1. Non-derived nouns: These are not derived from any other noun or verb.
2. Derived nouns: These are derived from other nouns or verbs.
An example of a non-derived, static noun is
	àA k (h. is. ānun - which means
“horse”): it is not derived from any noun or verb and no verb is generated from this
word. On the other hand,I. K A

¿ (kātibun - which means “writer”) is an example of
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a derived noun. This word is generated from the verbI.
J

» (kataba) which means
“He wrote” in English. This simple example provides a glimpse of the complexity
of the derivational, nonconcatenative morphology for constructing a noun from a
verb in Arabic. In this paper, we analyze and propose the HPSG constructs required
for capturing the syntactic and semantic effects of this rich morphology.
An HPSG formalization of Arabic nominal sentences has been presented in
(Mutawa et al., 2008). The formalization covers seven types of simple Arabic
nominal sentences while taking care of the agreement aspect. In (Kihm, 2006), an
HPSG analysis of broken plural and gerund has been presented. Main assumption
in that work evolves around the Concrete Lexical Representations (CLRs) located
between an HPSG type lexicon and phonological realization. But in that work the
authors have not addressed other forms of verbal nouns including participles. Our
contributions to an HPSG analysis of Arabic nouns presented in this paper are as
follows:
• We capture the syntactic and semantic effects of Arabic morphology in Sec-
tion 3.1.
• In Section 3.1 we formulate the structure of attribute value matrix (AVM) for
Arabic noun.
• We indicate the location of verb-derived nouns in the lexical type hierarchy
in Section 3.2.
• We extend the basic AVM of nouns for verbal nouns (Section 3.3).
• We propose lexical construction rules for the derivation of verbal nouns from
verbs in Section 3.3.
2 Verb Derived Noun in Arabic Grammar
2.1 Arabic morphology
Arabic verb is an excellent example of nonconcatenative root-pattern based mor-
phology. A combination of root letters are plugged in a variety of morphological
patterns with priorly fixed letters and particular vowel melody that generates verbs
of a particular type which has some syntactic and semantic information (Bhuyan
and Ahmed, 2008b). Figure 1 shows how different sets of root letters plugged into
a vowel pattern generate different verbs with some common semantic meanings.
Besides vowel pattern, a particular verb type depends on the root class1 and
verb stem. This root class is determined on basis of the phonological characteris-
tics of the root letters. Root classes can be categorized on basis of the number of
root letters, position or existence of vowels among these root letters and the exis-
tence of a gemination (tashdeed). Most Arabic verbs are generated from triliteral







Figure 1: Root-pattern morphology: 3rd person singular masculine sound perfect
active form-I verb formation from same pattern
and quadriliteral roots. In Modern Standard Arabic five character root letters are
obsolete. Phonological and morphophonemic rules can be applied to various kinds
of sound and irregular roots. Among these root classes,ound root classis the
simplest and it is easy to categorize its morphological information. A sound root
consists of three consonants all of which are different (Ryding, 2005). On the other
hand,non-sound root classesare categorized in several subtypes depending on the
position of weak letters (i.e., vowels) and gemination or hamza. All these subtypes
carry morphological information.
From any particular sequence of root letters (i.e., triliteral and quadriliteral), up
to fifteen different verb stems may be derived, each with its own template. These
stems have different semantic information. Western scholars usually refer to these
forms as Form I, II, . . . , XV. Form XI to Form XV are rare in Classical Arabic
and are even more rare in Modern Standard Arabic. These forms are discussed in
detail in (Ryding, 2005). Here we give examples of each of the well-known ten
verb forms.
1. Form I (Transitive):kataba ( I.
J

») − “He wrote”.
2. Form II (Causative):kattaba ( I.
J

») − “He caused to write”.
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3. Form III (Ditransitive):kātaba ( I.
KA

¿) − “He corresponded”.
4. Form IV (Factitive):aktaba ( I.
J»

@) − “He dictated”.
5. Form V (Reflexive):takattaba ( I.
J

ºK) − “It was written on its own”.
6. Form VI (Reciprocity):takātaba ( I.
KA

¾K) − “They wrote to each other”.
7. Form VII (Submissive):inkataba ( I.
J

º	K @) − “He was subscribed”.
8. Form VIII (Reciprocity):iktataba ( I.
J» @) − “They wrote to each other”.
9. Form IX (Color or bodily defect):ih. marra (
QÔg@) − “It turned to red”.
10. Form X (Control):istaktaba ( I.
JºJ@) − “He asked to write”.
It is worth mentioning that Form−I has eight subtypes depending on the vowel
following the middle letter in perfect and imperfect forms. Some types of verbal
noun formation depend on these subtypes. Any combination of root letters for
Form−I verb will follow any one of these eight patterns. We refer these patterns as
Form IA, IB, IC, . . ., IH. These subtypes are shown in Table 1 with corresponding
examples. For example, the vowels on the middle letter for Form−IA: nasara
yansuru area andu for perfect and imperfect forms, respectively. Similarly, other
forms depend on the combination of vowels on these two positions. Not all kinds
of combinations exist. In Form−IH, the middle letter is a long vowel and there is
no short vowel on this letter. No verbal noun is derived from Form−IH subtype.
In summary, we can generate different types of verbal nouns based on these verb
forms, root classes and vowel patterns.
Table 1: Subtype of Form I.
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2.2 The classification of verbal nouns
In this section we discuss the eight types of nouns derived from verbs (LearnAra-
bicOnline.com, 2003-2010a):
1. Gerund (P Y Ó Õæ@ - ism mas.dar )- names the action denoted by its corre-
sponding verb.
2. Active participle (É « A
	® Ë @ Õæ @ - ism alf̄a↪il )- entity that enacts the base
meaning i.e. the general actor.
3. Hyperbolic participle (
é 	ª

ËA J. ÜÏ @ Õæ @ - ism almub̄alaġah )- entity that enacts
the base meaning exaggeratedly. So it modifies the actor with the meaning
that actor does it excessively.
4. Passive participle (Èñ ª 	®ÜÏ @ Õæ @ - ism almaf↪uwl )- entity upon which the base
meaning is enacted. Corresponds to the object of the verb.






@ - als. ifatu’lmušabbahah)- entity enact-
ing (or upon which is enacted) the base meaning intrinsically or inherently.
Modifies the actor with the meaning that the actor does the action inherently.





@ Õæ @ - ism al̄alah )- entity used to enact the base
meaning i.e. instrument used to conduct the action.
7. Locative noun (
	¬Q 	¢Ë@ Õæ @ - ism alz.arf )- time or place at which the base
meaning is enacted.
8. Comparative and superlative (É 	
	®JË @ Õæ @ - ism altafd. il )- entity that enacts
(or upon whom is enacted) the base meaning the most. In Arabic, this type
of word is categorized as a noun, but it is similar to an English adjective.
Examples of these eight types of verbal nouns are presented in Table 2. Each
of these types can be subcategorized on the basis of types of verbs. To understand
complete variation of verb and its morphology we should have some preliminary
knowledge of the Arabic verb.
3 HPSG Formalism for Verbal Noun
In this section we model the categories of verbal nouns and their derivation from
different types of verbs through HPSG formalism. We adopt the SBCG version
of HPSG (Sag, 2010) for this analysis. We discuss different HPSG types of root
verbs and verbal nouns and then propose a multiple inheritance hierarchical model
for Arabic verbal nouns. We give an AVM for nouns and extend it for verbal nouns
then propose how to get a sort description of an AVM for verbal nouns from the
type hierarchy. Finally, we propose construction rules of verbal nouns from root
verbs.
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Table 2: Different types of verbal nouns.





Active participle ÕË A
« “One who knows”
(↪̄alimun)
↪alima (alima) Hyperbolic participle
é ÓC
 « “One who knows
means (↪allāmatun) a lot”
“he knew” Passive participle
Ðñ


















@ “One who knows
Superlative (↩↪lamu) the most”
3.1 AVM of Arabic nouns
We modify the SBCG feature geometry for English and adopt it for Arabic. The
SBCG AVMs for nouns in English and Arabic are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3,
respectively.
The PHON feature is out of the scope of this paper. The MORPH feature
captures the morphological information of signs and replaces the FORM feature
of English AVMs. The value of the feature FORM is a sequence of morphological
objects (formatives); these are the elements that will be phonologically realized
within the sign’s PHON value (Sag, 2010). On the other hand, MORPH is a
function feature. It not only contains these phonologically realized elements but
also contains their origins. MORPH contains two features - ROOT and STEM.
ROOT feature contains root letters for the following cases:
1. The root is characterized as a part of a lexeme, and is common to a set of
derived or inflected forms













CASE . . .
SELECT . . .
XARG . . .


























CASE . . .
DEF . . .
SELECT . . .
XARG . . .









PERSON . . .
NUMBER . . .
GENDER . . .





Figure 3: SBCG noun AVM for Arabic
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3. The root carries the principal portion of meaning of the lexeme
In rest of the cases,the content of this feature is empty.
The STEM feature contains a list of letters, which comprise the word or phrase
or lexeme. We can identify any pattern in the lexeme by substituting the root let-
ters to the placeholders in STEM. As an example, the ROOT of the lexeme ‘kataba’
contains ‘k’, ‘t’ and ‘b’ and the pattern of the STEM is( a a a). Without the ex-
istence of this pattern, the ROOT is irrelevant. Thus a pattern bears the syntactic
information and a ROOT bears the semantic information. Lexemes which share a
common pattern must also share some common syntactic information. Similarly,
lexemes which share a common root must also share some common semantic in-
formation. STEM is derived from the root letters by nonconcatenative morphology.
The SYN feature contains CAT, VAL and MRKG features. We modify the
CAT feature of SBCG to adopt it for Arabic language. Note that, for all kinds of
verbal nouns the sort description of the CAT feature isnoun. In Arabic there are
only three parts of speech (POS) for lexemes or words: noun/pronoun, verb and
particle. Any verbal noun serving as a modifier is also treated as noun. In that
case, the list of FRAMES under SEM feature will contain themodifier-frame. In
the case of the Arabic noun, the CAT feature consists of CASE, DEF, SELECT,
XARG and LID features.
The DEF feature denotes the value of definiteness of an Arabic noun. There
are eight ways by which a noun word or lexeme may be definite (LearnArabi-
cOnline.com, 2003-2010b). Personal pronouns such as “he”, “I” and “you” are




@ (↩al-lāhu) is another instance
of definite lexeme. These examples confirm that definiteness must be specifiable
at the lexeme level. The articleal also expresses the definite state of a noun of any
gender and number. Thus if the state of a noun is definite, the noun containsyes a
the value of DEF, otherwise its value will beno. There is a significant role of this
definiteness (DEF) feature in Arabic. A nouns and its modifier must agree on the





@ (alkitābu ’l-↩ah. maru ) means “the
red book”. H. A
Jº Ë

@ (alkitābu ) means “the book” andQÔg

@ (↩ah. maru ) means “red”.








The agreement features are PERSON, NUMBER, GENDER and HUM. These
are contained inside the INDEX feature under SEM. The HUM feature denotes
humanness. Depending on languages, agreement may have gender, human/non-
human, animate/inanimate or shape features (Pollard and Sag, 1994). In Arabic,
Humanness is a crucial grammatical factor for predicting certain kinds of plural
formation and for the purpose of agreement with other components of a phrase or
clause within a sentence. The grammatical criterion of humanness only applies to
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¾ Ë @ - had¯ ihi ’lkil ābu d¯ akiyyatun). Both sentences are plural. But the for-mer refers to human beings whereas latter refers to non-humans. So the same word
“intelligent” (d
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akiyyatun). In the case of boys, it is in the third person








kiyā↩ ) whereas in case of dogs, it is in the third





akiyyatun). If the noun refers to a human
being then the value of HUM isyes, otherwise it isno. Thus, along with PERSON,
NUMBER and GENDER, we keep HUM as an agreement feature.
The value of PERSON for Arabic noun can be1st, 2nd or 3rd. There are three
number values in Arabic. So, the value of NUMBER can besg, dual orpl denoting





















Figure 4: Lexical type hierarchy of Arabic noun lexeme.
3.2 Type Hierarchy of Verbal Noun
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the derivation of verbal nouns from verbs depends on
the number of root letters, the verb form and the root type. In Figure 4 we give a
type hierarchy of Arabic verbal nouns.
As shown in Figure 4, eight types of verbal nouns are immediate daughters
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active-participle 














Figure 5: Lexical type hierarchy of Active participle.
of verb-derived-noun. Each of these eight different verbal nouns can be subcat-
egorized on the basis of the properties of the root verb, which are mentioned in
Section 2.1. Each verb carries distinct information on these properties, which form
the dimensions of classification for verbs. So, the three dimensions for root verbs
are: number of root letter, type of the root and verb form. For lack of space we
discuss in detail only the subtypes of active participles.
In Figure 5,active-participleis at the root. Categorizing it along the num-
ber of letter in root verb, we get two types of active participles, derived from
triliteral and quadriliteral root verb. Some verbal nouns are generated from trilit-
eral roots only. For example, comparative and superlative nouns are derived only
from triliteral Form-I verbs. Also, verbal nouns derived from triliteral roots have
known patterns. Again classifying the active participle along the root type, we
find several types of roots and thus verbal nouns. Categorizing along the verb
form dimension, we get Form-I,. . ., Form-X active participles. Categories in one
dimension cross-classifies with categories in other dimensions and forms differ-
ent subtypes likeform-I-triliteral-sound-active-participle, form-I-triliteral-sound-
passive-participle, form-I-triliteral-sound-gerund, etc. Not all these forms gener-
ate all types of verbal nouns— i.e. some of these forms do not have corresponding
verbal nouns of all types. For example, locative nouns are generated from triliteral
Form-I root verbs only. So for this type of verbal noun, classifying along other
Forms does not generate any new type.
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3.3 Construction Rule for Verbal Nouns
Before discussing the construction rules, we discuss a sample AVM for an active








































Figure 6: AVM for active participle
A sample AVM for an active participle is shown in Figure 6. All features of
this AVM except SEM have been discussed before. SEM contains two features:
INDEX and FRAMES. The INDEX feature registers reference to a discourse en-
tity. FRAMES is the list of semantic frames which contains a frame for active
participles which is the action frame. In this example the action frame is thewrit -
fr which denotes write frame. This frame contains three indices: one for actor,
another for the undergoer of the action (i.e. object) and the last one is for action or
event.
We do not store this AVM as a lexical entry. Rather, this AVM is recognized
by our lexical construction rules. The construction rule in Figure 7 shows how
a verbal noun can be constructed from a verb. As we use the SBCG version of
HPSG, the construction rule contains two parts: MTR which contains the AVM of
the verbal noun and DTRS which contains the AVM of the base verb. This rule
demonstrates how a Form−IA triliteral sound active participle is recognized from
the lexeme of Form−IA triliteral sound root verb. The construction rule contains
three placeholders for the three root letters. Thus from this construction rule, an
active participle generated from letters ‘k’, ‘t’ and ‘b’ or ‘n’, ‘s’ and ‘r’ can be
recognized. Note that there is no difference between constructing an active partici-
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ple from a sound triliteral Form IB−IF verb and a sound triliteral Form−IA verb.
The construction of the active participle from Form−I verb is most regular. Other

























































Figure 7: Lexical rule for active participle construction
Like that of the active participle, the construction of the passive participle from
Form-I trilateral sound root verb is simple. There is just one pattern for this con-
struction. So for all Form-I subtypes, the construction rule of figure 8 will be appli-
cable. Derivation from other forms of verbs is complex and not regular. For some
forms this type of participle does not exist either, which requires further analysis.
The verbs from which passive participles are derived should be transitive. For
this reason, in the AVM of the DTR, the ARG-ST feature is not empty and its
semantic index is co-indexed with the undergoer index in theevent-fr. Note that
the ARG-ST of the DTR contains one sign for object only, and it is in accusative
case. It does not contain any sign for the actor. This is because, in Arabic, the
actor is implicitly mentioned in the verb and the verb does not syntactically require


















































































Figure 8: Lexical rule for passive participle construction
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A locative noun can be generated from triliteral Form-I root verbs only. There
are two patterns of derivation, and which pattern will be used for derivation is
predictable. Form IA, IC, ID, IE and IG use the construction rule shown in Figure 9,
whereas Form IB and IF use the construction rule shown in Figure 10.
In the AVM of a locative participle, we introduce a semantic framelocative-fr.
This frame has two features. These are the index for the event and the index for the
location of the event. The event index of this frame is co-indexed with the event





























































Figure 9: Lexical rule for the locative participle construction from Form IA sound
root verb
Figure 11 shows the construction rule for comparative participles. We have
introduced a new semantic framecompare-frinspired by the analysis of Farkas,
et.al. (Farkas and Kiss, 2000). This frame has three features. The first feature is
“COMPARED”, which contains the index for the object that we want to compare.
The second feature is “COMPAREWITH”. This feature contains the index for the



































































This participle has an optional syntactic requirement, which is contained in the
ARG-ST feature. The case of the required sign must be genetive. Its semantic

















































































Figure 11: Lexical rule for comparative participle construction
The construction of the remaining four types of verbal nouns is complex and
we cannot resolve these by construction rules. We have to list the lexical entries
for these verbal nouns individually. The reasons are discussed below.
Each verb form has a gerund that uses the most unpredictable pattern. Model-
ing its construction rule is a vast area of research. For now we can only list lexical
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Figure 12: Sample lexical entry for ‘kattaabun’ hyperbolic participle
Hyperbolic Participles are generated only from triliteral sound Form-I root
verbs. But not all verbs possess a corresponding hyperbolic participle. There are
eleven patterns for deriving hyperbolic participles from verbs. However, we can
not predict from the root letters which of these eleven patterns will be used; neither
can we infer the existence of a hyperbolic participle for the given root letter. So we
have to list a lexical entry for each of these hyperbolic participles. Figure 12 shows
a sample lexical entry for hyperbolic participle kattaabun which means the person
who writes a lot. We have used themodifier-fr frame to capture the modification
constraint.
Resembling Participles are similar to hyperbolic participles. They are gener-
ated only from triliteral sound FORM-I root verbs. There exists a large number
of derivational patterns in this case. So, it is not feasible to formulate a lexical
construction rule for these nouns. Thus in this case we also need to give the lexical
entries. Figure 13 shows the lexical entry for katiibun which means a person who
always writes. Like hyperbolic participle, here we have used themodifier-fr frame
to capture the modification constraint.
Utilitarian Nouns are also generated from triliteral sound Form-I root verbs
only. There are four patterns of derivation. For a given set of root letters it is un-
predictable which pattern will be used. For this reason, despite the limited number
















































Figure 13: Sample lexical entry for ‘katiibun’ resemble participle
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have captured the morphology of the Arabic verbal noun by ex-
tending the MORPH, SYN and SEM features. We have provided a detailed analysis
of verbal nouns generated from triliteral sound Form I verbs. We have also devised
inflectional rules which can be used to construct verbal nouns of different number
and gender.
Immediate extensions of this work could be the modeling verbal noun from
triliteral non-sound Form I verb and the analysis of verbal nouns based on quadrilit-
eral verbs. An important aspect to note is that for some verb forms, there exists no
specific construction rules, while for certain combination of root letters fixed con-
struction patterns exist. Classifying these roots is an important research area not
considered yet.
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